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Abstract Workflow fragments are partitions of workflow model, and workflow model fragmentation is to partition a workflow model into fragments, which can be manipulated by multiple workflow servers. In this paper a novel dynamic workflow model fragmentation algorithm is proposed. Based on the well-known Petri net formalism, this algorithm partitioned the centralized process model into fragments step by step while the process is executed. The fragments created can migrate to proper servers, where tasks are performed and new fragments are created and forwarded to other servers to be executed in succession. The advantages of the proposed dynamic model fragmentation method include the enhanced scalability by outsourcing the business functionalities, the increased flexibility by designating execution sites on-the-fly, the avoidance of redundant information transfer by judging their pre-conditions before forwarding fragments, etc. An industrial case is given to validate the proposed approach. Later some discussions are made on the correctness of the algorithm and the structural properties of the workflow model. Finally the future research perspectives are pointed out. # 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Distributed workflow; Dynamic workflow model fragmentation; Petri net



1. Introduction Workflow management is the key technology for the coordination of various business processes, such as loan approval and customer order processing [1]. By setting up the process model and enacting it in the workflow server, a workflow system can help to streamline the business process, deliver tasks and documents among users, and monitor the overall performance of the process. Traditional workflow systems are often built on the client/ server architecture, in which a single workflow server takes the responsibility for the operation of the whole process. Meanwhile, this sort of centralized systems may bring about many disadvantages. First of all, with an increasing need of relocating entire business functions to either self-owned or third-party service providers, business process outsourcing (BPO) has been the trend in management as well as IT field. When an company is leveraging technology vendors to provide and manage some of its enterprise applications, its
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business process may be distributed among geographically dispersed business partners; therefore the involved workflow applications are inherently distributed. Secondly, the reliability of the centralized system cannot be guaranteed since there can be a single point of failure. Last but not the least, the performance of the centralized system may be drastically degraded when there are too many process instances to handle. The aim of distributed workflow execution is to separate one integrated workflow model into small partitions and allot them to different servers to be executed. To solve the difficulties that centralized workflow system cannot overcome, many distributed workflow systems have been designed from different approaches. In this paragraph we give a brief introduction to the related work, a detailed comparison of these works with ours is given in Section 6. Replicated servers and server clusters are used to address the required levels of scalability and fault tolerance in commercial workflow systems, which can be seen as a primary and pragmatic solution to distributed workflow execution [10]. The Exotica project [2] proposes a completely distributed architecture in which a set of autonomous nodes cooperate to complete the execution of a process, with persistent message queue as its information transmission technique. METEOR [3]
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and Mentor [4] project are developed with similar approaches. Aalst introduces his well-known WF-net model to the interorganizational paradigm [5]. In [6], an agent-based workflow management system is proposed. The work in [7–10] has shown the use of the mobile agents in distributed workflow execution, the mobile agents which carry parts of the process information can migrate from host to host to execute the workflow tasks. In [11,12], innovative approaches to support decentralized process enactment with the Peer to Peer (P2P) technology are presented. However, the research work in this field mainly focuses on the design of the system architecture and the implementation technique based on specific communication mechanisms. As far as we have known, little attention has been paid to the formal method of workflow model fragmentation. Workflow model is the basis for workflow execution. In distributed workflow execution paradigm, the whole process is to be executed at multiple sites instead of a single one. Therefore, the workflow model must be partitioned into small parts and transferred to their designated sites. We call these small parts of a workflow model fragments, which carry adequate information, so that they can be manipulated by any given workflow engine. Workflow model fragmentation is to partition a workflow model into fragments. We emphasize that model fragmentation is the basis for distributed workflow execution. In this paper we propose a Petri net-based approach for dynamic fragmentation of a workflow model. Our approach is based on the well-known Petri net formalism. We partition the centralized process model into fragments step by step while the process is executed. The fragments created can migrate to proper servers, where tasks are performed and new fragments are created and forwarded to other servers to be executed in succession. The advantages of the proposed dynamic model fragmentation method include the enhanced scalability by outsourcing the business functionalities, the increased flexibility by designating execution sites on-the-fly, the avoidance of redundant information transfer by judging their preconditions before forwarding fragments, etc. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem to be solved in this paper is formulated. The workflow model, the centralized and distributed architecture, and some specifications of workflow fragment are introduced here. In Section 3, the dynamic fragmentation algorithm, i.e., the algorithm to create fragments during process execution is presented. In Section 4, a real case is given to illustrate the advantage of the proposed approach. In Section 5, some discussions are made. Section 6 summaries the related work and compared their approaches with ours. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives some research perspectives. 2. Problem formulation 2.1. Centralized workflow model A centralized workflow model is a pre-requisite for distributed workflow execution. In this paper we adopt WFnet [13] proposed by Van der Aalst, as the centralized workflow



model. WF-net is a special class of Petri net, which prevails in workflow modeling field because of its graphic nature and theoretical foundation. We do not use high-level Petri nets (colored Petri nets [14], for example) because in this paper we mainly focus on the issue of structural partition. At the same time, we acknowledge the need for using colored Petri net when data or resource issue is further considered, and for workflow modeling with colored Petri nets, one can refer to [15]. In this paper, a WF-net is denoted as a tuple (P, T, A), in which P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, and A is the set of arcs. We assume that the centralized workflow model is a well-structured and acyclic WF-net, because it is reasonable to assume that in the distributed workflow paradigm, the centralized model is well structured and contains no loop. Wellstructured property of a WF-net implies the balance of AND/ OR-splits and AND/OR-joins, i.e., alternative flows created via an OR-split should also be joined by an OR-join; parallel flows created via an AND-split should also be synchronized by an AND-join. The definition of well-structured WF-net can be found in [16]. Acyclic property of a WF-net means that the workflow model contains no recursive flows. Meanwhile, we also mention how to deal with cyclic models in Section 4. For the properties of WF-net, one can refer to [13,16], and for the basic definitions of Petri net, one can refer to [17]. 2.2. Centralized and distributed workflow execution In traditional centralized workflow management system, there is one central workflow server takes charge of the operation of the overall process, so the workflow engine must communicate with each task performer, deliver necessary information and retrieve the outcome of each task (see Fig. 1(a)). With the need of distributed workflow execution, many approaches have been proposed, ranging from server clusters to radically distributed architectures [10]. In this paper we present a novel view on this problem. We classify the distributed workflow execution paradigms into two categories according to the model fragmentation method used, i.e., the static paradigm and the dynamic one. In the static fragmentation paradigm [18], before the process is initiating, each task in the workflow model is designated to one workflow server (site) at which it is going to be executed. By this means the process model is naturally separated into several fragments. For example, in the workflow process in Fig. 1(b), tasks t1 and t2 are designated to server 1, t4 is designated to server 2, t3 and t5 are designated to server 3, and the rest are designated to server 4. Thus, the workflow model is naturally divided into four fragments, i.e., f 1, f 2, f 3 and f 4. In the static paradigm, the execution site of each task must be determined before the initiating of a process. Obviously it lacks flexibility. Another paradigm is the dynamic one. It is stimulated by the idea that a workflow process instance can migrate to one server, executing the immediate tasks, partitioning the remaining part, and forwarding the remainder to the next servers. Generally speaking, the model is fragmented step by step with the execution of the process.
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Fig. 1. Architecture for (a) centralized and (b) distributed workflow execution.



Fig. 2 illustrates how a workflow model is dynamically fragmented. Fig. 2(a) shows the original workflow model, denoted as fragment F 1. When the first task of F 1 (i.e., t1) is completed at some site, the remaining part of F 1 forms a new fragment F 2 (see Fig. 2(b)). The first task of F 2 (i.e., t2) is an AND-split transition, so when t2 is completed, two parallel fragments are generated (i.e., F 3 and F 4 in Fig. 2(c)). When t4 is completed, the token held by p5 in F 4 is transferred to p5 in F 5, and then F 4 can be neglected. Now let us turn to fragment F 3. After t3 is completed, the remaining part forms fragment F 5 (see Fig. 2(d)). When t5 in F 5 is completed, the remaining part again forms two fragments (i.e., F 6 and F 7 in Fig. 2(e)). This time the two fragments will not be executed in parallel since p6 is an OR-split place so only one subsequent task can be executed.



During the execution, the fragments can be carried by mobile agents, moving from one site to another, so F i (1  i  7) can be executed at different sites. This sort of fragmentation paradigm has many advantages. First of all, when the process is enacting among different sites, the pre-designated sites may become busy or even unavailable, so designating executing sites at runtime and do fragmentation dynamically will increase the flexibility and performance of the system. Secondly, the fragments can be forwarded to the execution site by mobile agents, so concurrent tasks can be forwarded to different sites to achieve real parallelism. In addition, in the choice-block, which flow is to be executed can be judged on-the-fly, thus, only the executable flow is forwarded (see F 6 and F 7 in Fig. 2(e)). Finally, in the dataintensive processes, instead of transferring a large volume of



Fig. 2. Process of dynamic fragmentation.
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data to the workflow server’s site, an agent with process information can travel to the data site, eliminating intermediate traffic and ensure data integrity. Another issue is that when an AND-split/AND-join block is encountered, two or more parallel fragments will be generated. Since these fragments will all be executed eventually, the information of the tasks after the AND-join transition is not necessarily carried by all parallel fragments. In our dynamic fragmentation algorithm shown in Section 3, we pay special attention to this issue. 2.3. Specification of fragment In this section some definitions which are to be used in the following part of this paper are given. Informally, a fragment is a partition of a workflow model, and it consists of a source transition, all the transitions reachable from the source transition, and all the linking places of these transitions. To express all the reachable nodes from one node in a Petri net, we give a formal definition of reachability. Definition 1. (Reachability) In a Petri net (P, T, A), for n1, nj 2 P [ T, R(n1, nj) is true iff there is a path C from n1 to nj hn1, n2, . . ., nji such that (ni, ni+1) 2 A for 1  i  j  1, and for any two nodes np and nq in C, p 6¼ q ) np 6¼ nq. We define R(ni, ni) = true. Based on Definition 1, we can give a formal definition of fragment. Definition 2. (Fragment) Given a WF-net W = (P, T, A), a fragment F is also a Petri net (Pf, Tf, Af) such that 



Definition 3. (Reachable sub-fragment, RSF) For F = (Pf, Tf, Af) and tsf 2 Tf, RSF(tsf, F) = (Prs, Trs, Ars) such that 







(i) Trs  Tf; Prs ¼ Pf \ ð T rs [ Trs Þ; Ars = Af \ ((Prs  Trs) [ (Trs  Prs)); (ii) 8t 2 Tf, if R(tsf, t) = true in F, then t 2 Trs. From Definition 3, we know that RSF(tsf, F) is also a Fragment, with tsf as its source transition. The concept of Reachable sub-fragment will be used in Section 3, when we build new fragments upon completing one task. Algorithm 1 gives the method to obtain a Reachable sub-fragment of transition tsf in fragment F. Algorithm 1. RSF(tsf, F): Returns reachable sub-fragment start with transition tsf in fragment F. RSF(tsf, F) = (tsf, (Prs, Trs, Ars)); F = (ts, (Pf, Tf, Af)); Step 1: Pretreatment Trs = {tsf}; Prs ¼ f tsf g; Ars = Prs  Trs Step 2: Calculate RSF(tsf, F)  Let {p1, p2, . . ., pk} = tsf ðk  1Þ  Prs ¼ Prs [ tsf Ars = Ars [ {(tsf, p1), (tsf, p2), . . ., (tsf, pk)} 







If ðtsf Þ ¼ ? Return (tsf, (Prs, Trs, Ars)) Else For each pi in {p1, p2, . . ., pk}  If pi 6¼ ?  fti1 ; ti2 ; . . . ;ti j g ¼ pi ð j  1Þ RSF(tsf, F) = (Prs, Trs, Ars) [ RSF(ti1, F) [ RSF(ti2, F)    [ RSF(tij, F) End If End For End If Step 3: Return RSF(tsf, F)







(i) Tf  T; Pf ¼ T f [ Tf ; Af = A \ ((Pf  Tf) [ (Tf  Pf));   (ii) F has a special transition ts such that ð ts Þ ¼ ? ; (iii) 8t 2 Tf, R(ts, t) = true. A fragment F is also denoted as (ts, F) to emphasize its source transition. Fig. 2 gives many examples of fragments, for example, t3 is the source transition of F 3. In Definition 2, we assume that in each fragment there is only one source transition. We make this assumption to ensure each fragment has only one immediate task to fulfill, which enhances the execution parallelism. It is clear that if a WF-net is not started by an OR-split, this WF-net is also a fragment. By adding a null task tnull before the starting OR-split place, a WFnet with starting OR-split place can be transformed to a fragment, as is shown in Fig. 3. In fragment F = (Pf, Tf, Af), we define all the transitions reachable from a given transition tsf and the linking places of these transitions as the Reachable sub-fragment of tsf. A formal definition is given below.



Fig. 3. Model transformation to a fragment.



3. Dynamic workflow model fragmentation method In [18], we deal with static fragmentation method for distributed workflow execution. In this section we come to the dynamic model fragmentation method.



3.1. Issue of information redundancy As we have mentioned in Section 2.2, when an AND-split/ AND-join block is encountered, two or more parallel fragments will be generated. Since all these fragments will be executed, the information of the tasks following the AND-join transition is not necessarily carried by all parallel fragments. For example, in Fig. 2(b) and (c), fragment F 2 is started by an AND-split t2, and the corresponding AND-join task is t5. When task t2 is completed, two fragments will be generated. If we generate two fragments by function RSF, i.e., F 3 = RSF(t3, F 2) and F 4 = RSF(t4, F 2) (see Fig. 4), we find that the process information behind AND-join transition t5 is carried by both F 3 and F 4. Consider that F 3 and F 4 are to be executed in parallel and to be merged in t5, only one copy of the process information after t5 needs to be kept. Therefore, in Fig. 2(c), the transitions and places behind AND-join transition t5 is truncated in one of the following fragments F 4.
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Fig. 4. An example to illustrate information redundancy.



To solve this problem, we introduce the concept of transition restricted reachable sub-fragment (TRRSF), to truncate fragments with AND-join transitions. A formal definition is given below. Definition 4. (Transition restricted reachable sub-fragment, TRRSF) For F = (Pf, Tf, Af), t 2 Tf, Tr = {t1, t2, . . ., tk} Tf (k  0) and t 2 = Tr, TRRSF(t, F, Tr) = (Prrs, Trrs, Arrs) such that 







(i) T rrs  T f ; Prrs ¼ Pf \ ð T rrs [ T rrs Þ; Arrs = Af \ ((Prrs  Trrs) [ (Trrs  Prrs)); (ii) 8ts 2 Tf if R(t, ts) = true and R(t1, ts) = R(t2, ts) =    = R(tk, ts) = false in F, then ts 2 Trrs. For example, in Fig. 4, when we truncate RSF(t4, F 2) with t5, we get F 4 = TRRSF(t4, F 2, {t5}) (see Fig. 2(c)). Algorithm 2 gives the formal method to obtain a Transition restricted reachable sub-fragment of transition t in fragment F, restricted by transitions in set Tr. Algorithm 2. (Prrs, Trrs, Arrs) = TRRSF(t, F, Tr): Returns the transition restricted reachable sub-fragment of F, started from transition t, restricted by transitions in Tr. Step 1: Pretreatment Trrs = {t}; Prrs ¼ f tg; Arrs = Prrs  Trrs Step 2: Calculating TRRSF(t, F, Tr)  Let f p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pk g ¼ t ðk  1Þ  Prrs ¼ Prrs [ t Arrs = Arrs [ {(t, p1), (t, p2), . . ., (t, pk)}  



If ðt Þ  T r Return (Prrs, Trrs, Arrs) Else For each pi in {p1, p2, . . ., pk}   If fti1 ; ti2 ; . . . ;ti j g ¼ pi  ð pi \ T r Þ 6¼ ? TRRSF(t, F, Tr) = (Prrs, Trrs, Arrs) [ TRRSF(ti1, F, Tr) [ TRRSF(ti2, F, Tr)   [ TRRSF(tij, F, Tr) End If End For End If Step 3: Return TRRSF(t, F, Tr)



3.2. Algorithms for dynamic model fragmentation Here we give a brief explanation of the control flow of Algorithm 3 which partitions the workflow model into fragments dynamically. First let us discuss the situation that



the source transition ts of F has only one output place p. If p has only one output transition, we can just cut off ts from F and receive a subsequent fragment (see Fig. 2(a)). Else if p has multiple output transitions, then each transition is the source transition of a new fragment (see Fig. 2(d) and (e)), multiple fragments are obtained although only one of them can really be enabled and executed since they are mutual exclusive. Another situation, which is more difficult to tackle, is the case that when ts has multiple output places. In this situation each output place forms at least one new fragment, and these fragments are to be executed in parallel. So we take some measure to avoid information redundancy when multiple fragments are generated, i.e. we introduce the idea of Transition restricted reachable sub-fragment, and when we do fragmentation, the set Tr is updated constantly to prohibit the unnecessary spanning of sub-fragments (see Fig. 2(b) and (c)). Algorithms 4–6 are used by Algorithm 3. Algorithm 4 is to find the join transition of an AND-split transition, and Algorithm 5 is to find the split transition of an AND-join transition. Algorithm 6 is used to update Tr. By using Algorithm 6, if a fragment F is started with an AND-join/AND-split block of which the split transition is ts and the join transition is tj, then in a newly generated fragment F 1, if transition t is between ts and tj, and partially joins some of the transitions split at ts, then t is added to the set of restricted transitions Tr. Algorithm 3. Dynamic model fragmentation Input: Fragment (ts, F) Output: A list of fragments, denoted as F_LIST  If ðjts j ¼ 1Þ  Let p ¼ ts  If ðj p j ¼ 1Þ// p has only one output transition  Let tnext ¼ p Add (tnext, RSF(tnext, F)) to F_LIST Else//p has multiple output transitions Let {t1, t2, . . ., tk} = p For each ti in p Add (ti, RSF(ti, F)) to F_LIST End For End If End If Else//ts has multiple output places, i.e., ts is a AND-split  Let f p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pk g ¼ ts Let tjoin = JoinTrans (ts) Tr = {tjoin} For each pi in ts  If ðj pi j ¼ 1Þ
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Let ti next ¼ pi If (i = 1) Add F i next = (ti next, RSF(ti next, F)) to F_LIST Update (Tr, F i next, F) Else  Add F i next = (ti next, TRRSF ( pi , F, Tr)) to F_LIST Update (Tr, F i next, F) End If Else //p has multiple output Transitions  Let fti1 ;ti2 ; . . . ;tiki g ¼ pi  For each tij in pi If (i = 1) Add F ij next = (tij, RSF (tij, F)) to F_LIST Else Add F ij next = (tij, TRRSF (tij, F, Tr)) to F_LIST End If End For Update (Tr, F i1 next, F) End If End For End If



Algorithm 4. JoinTrans (ts)—Returns the corresponding AND-join transition of an AND-split transition 



Let f p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pk g ¼ ts ðk  2Þ Let Q be an empty queue  Select one transition from p1 , denote as t1 Add t1 to Q While Q! = NULL Pop one transition from the head of Q, denote as th If R( p2, th) = true AND R( p3, th) = true AND    AND R( pk, th) = true Return th Else  



Push ðth Þ to the tail of Q End If End While



Algorithm 5. SplitTrans (tj)—returns the corresponding ANDsplit transition of an AND-join transition 



Let f p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pk g ¼ t j ðk  2Þ Let Q be an empty queue  Select one transition from p1 , denote as t1 Add t1 to Q



While Q! = NULL Pop one transition from the head of Q, denote as th If R(th, p2) = true AND R(th, p3) = true AND    AND R(th, pk) = true Return th Else   Push ð th Þ to the tail of Q End If End While



Algorithm 6. Update (Tr, F 1, F) Fragment F is started by an AND-split/AND-join block, in which the split and join transition is denoted as ts and tj, respectively. F 1 is a sub-fragment of F. Let (P1, T1, A1) = F 1 For each t 2 T1  If R(t, tj) = true in F AND t 6¼ ts, t 6¼ tj AND j tj > 1 AND SplitTrans (t) = ts in F Tr = Tr [ {t} End If End For



4. Case study In this section we give a real case on how we use the proposed approach to implement a distributed workflow management system in a bike manufacturing company. For the integrity of the content, we concentrate on model fragmentation method, omitting some of the implementation details. 4.1. Background XBike is a company offering bike customization services. As a small and medium sized enterprise (SME), XBike outsources some of its business functions (e.g., production and logistics) because of a will to concentrate on its core competence, i.e., the ability to design and deliver various customized bikes. Although later we still use the term department to indicate the performers of the business, we emphasize that actually the stock, the production and the logistics department are independent partners collaborate with XBike based on contracts.



Fig. 5. The bike customization process.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the bike customization process of XBike. When a customer wants to place an order, he visits XBike’s website and fills in the related information, including the customer information, bike information (type, brakes, pedals, tires, etc.) and some extra-specifications. Then a bike customization process starts. First, the sales department checks the order and completes possible missing fields. Afterwards three tasks are performed in parallel: the financial department calculates the price, the stock department checks the stock, and the design department checks the technical feasibility. After all these three steps completes, the system decides whether this order is feasible or not. If it is feasible, an order confirmation letter is sent to the customer, a worksheet containing product, package and delivery information is generated, and the bike will be produced by the production department. If the bike passes quality check, it is packaged and delivered to the customer by the
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logistics department; if it fails to pass quality check, a quality check report is generated and redirected to the task produce bike (this task may be complex and nested, however, we do not cover the details here). While if the order is not feasible due to some reason, an order modification letter with suggestions will be sent to the customer and the process terminates. 4.2. System implementation In this project, we have made some modifications to our formerly developed central workflow management system— the CIMFlow system [19], as the cross-enterprise workflow management system. Our architecture is built based on the P2P scheme, which means that the components in each site are identical. The main components of each workflow suite are shown as follows.



Fig. 6. Model fragmentation of the bike customization process.
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Fig. 6. (Continued ).



4.2.1. Process modeler Process modeler allows the users at current site to establish workflow model. For example, the Sales Department of XBike can set up an order-processing model. 4.2.2. Task allocator Task allocator receives the task allocation request and allocates tasks to specific sites at which they will be performed. For example, the task Tech. Check is suggested to be allocated to one of the several sites at Design department, while the task Send confirmation letter is mandatory to be allocated to the site at which the email server locates. 4.2.3. Task monitor Task monitor keeps a log on the allocated sites for each task, their performance and other issues (for example, the charge for consuming the service). Task monitor is of great importance in the collaborative environment in virtual enterprises since it provides feedback mechanism for business process monitoring and improvement. 4.2.4. Task client Task client maintains a task list for each site, and workflow users at this site can access this task list and manipulate tasks in it.



4.2.5. Fragment pool Fragment pool keeps all the information about the fragments allocated to this site. 4.2.6. Fragment manager Fragment manager serves as the engine to drive the workflow process. When a new fragment is put into the fragment pool, the fragment manager checks whether the first task of this fragment can be executed at once. If the condition is valid (for example, in the AND-join case, all the preceding tasks have finished), the fragment manager put this task to the task list to be executed. When this task completes, new succeeding fragments will be generated and sent to the fragment pools at their designated sites. By this means the execution is propagated until all the tasks have been accomplished. 4.3. Dynamic model fragmentation Now let us consider how the process in Fig. 5 is fragmented and performed among the multiple workflow servers (sites) located at different departments (or partners), and we will also show how the proposed fragmentation method have increased the flexibility and productivity of the order processing business. The fragments are presented in Fig. 6.
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When an order from customer comes, a workflow fragment F 1 is created (see Fig. 5). F 1 is sent to one of the workflow servers in the sales department to be executed. When task t1 is completed, three fragments are generated. First, fragment F 2 is generated by RSF(t2, F 1). In F 2, task t5 is the AND-join transition of t1, then t5 is added to Tr, i.e., Tr = {t5}. So other two fragments (i.e., F 3 and F 4) are generated by function TRRSF(t3, F 1, Tr) and TRRSF(t4, F 1, Tr), respectively. F 2, F 3 and F 4 are sent to the financial, stock and design department respectively, where they will be handled by three workflow servers and thus, real parallelism is achieved. Note that F 3 is handled by a different company to which the production business it outsourced. We know that t2, t3 and t4 are all data-intensive tasks, i.e., when performing these tasks, a large volume of data (the financial, stock and technical data) is needed. In traditional mode, a central workflow server must retrieve these data from a remote site and manipulate them locally. While in the dynamic fragmentation mode, we just forward the fragment to the data site to be executed, by this means unnecessary data transfer is avoided and data security is guaranteed. When t2, t3 and t4 have all been completed, fragment F 5 is generated. When task t5 in F 5 is completed, F 6 and F 7 are generated. Since F 6 and F 7 are mutual exclusive, only one of them will eventually be executed according to whether the order is feasible or not. So when t5 is completed, only feasible fragment will be forwarded. If the order is feasible, F 6 is generated. When task t6 is completed (order confirmation letter is sent to the customer), fragment F 8 is generated. When t7 (generate worksheet) is completed, three tasks are going to be executed in parallel, i.e., t8 (produce bike), t11 (produce package) and t12 (arrange transportation). Three fragments (i.e., F 9, F 10 and F 11) will be created. F 9 and F 10 are sent to the production department, where the bike is produced and packaged. At the same time, F 11 is sent to the logistics department, where transportation is arranged. Fragment F 9 contains a loop which is annotated by a dashed rectangle. (Strictly speaking, F 9 is not a fragment since no tasks can be seen as the source transition. In this case we can extend Definition 2 and define t8 as the source transition. Similarly, F 12, F 14 and F 15 can all be seen as fragments.) In this case, when the process is executed inside this loop, no tasks should be deleted since they may be executed again (t8 will be executed again if the result of t9 is QUALITY CHECK NOT PASSED). Therefore, we should not directly use our algorithm here. When t8 in F 9 completes, we simply keep the original fragment and denote the next task t9 as the source task of this fragment (the task filled with black in F 12). When t9 completes, if quality check passes, fragment F 13 is created, else we again keep the original fragment and denote the next task t10 as the source task of this fragment (the task filled with black in F 14). When t10 in F 14 completes, we again keep the original fragment and denote the next task t8 as the source task of this fragment (the task filled with black in F 15). When t13 in F 13 completes, fragment F 16 which contains the last task is created, then the bike is delivered to the customer by the logistics department.
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This case manifests all the advantages of the approach we proposed. Moreover, we stress that our algorithm can support arbitrary complex workflow models, which can be nested. And as is shown in this case, we can deal with workflow model with loop structure by simply adding notations in fragments. Through this real case, we see that the distributed workflow management system and the dynamic model fragmentation method have helped XBike coordinate its business processes which span over several partners. Feedback from XBike has shown that this approach has helped to increase the flexibility of process execution, reduce data transfer and enhance data integrity. 5. Discussions 5.1. Proof on correctness The correctness issue of the fragmentation algorithm covers the following three aspects: completeness of the fragmentation, completeness of each fragment and the behavioral equivalence after fragmentation. We are going to discuss these three aspects respectively. The completeness of the fragmentation concerns whether all the fragments can be put together to rebuild the original model. Given F = (ts, (P, T, A)), let us suppose that by applying Algorithm 3, F is partitioned into m fragments, i.e., {F 1, F 2, . . ., F m}, and f i = (Pi, Ti, Ai) for 1  i  m. Then we get T 1 ; T 2 ; . . . ;T m  T;T 1 [ T 2 [    [ T m [ fts g ¼ T; 







Pi ¼ Ti [ Ti ; Ai ¼ A \ ððPi  T i Þ [ ðT i  Pi ÞÞ We know that no information about the original workflow net is lost after fragmentation. The completeness of each fragment concerns whether each fragment has sufficient information to execute. From Algorithm 3 we know that each fragment is started by places which denote the pre-conditions for tasks, and ended by places which denote the post-conditions for tasks. So each fragment has sufficient information to execute. (Note that in this paper we only concern the structure perspective of the process model, in real business processes data and resource perspective should also be addressed.) The behavioral equivalence concerns whether the fragments generated by Algorithm 3 have the same behavioral characteristics with the original fragment. Consider a fragment F = (P, T, A) with source transition ts. From the definition of fragment and source transition we know that if every source place of F holds one token respectively, only ts is enabled. After ts is completed, F can be further fragmented into one or more fragments, denoted as {F 1, F 2, . . ., F m}. For 8t 2 T/{ts}, t must exist in at least one fragment in {F 1, F 2, . . ., F m}. Suppose that t exists in {F i1, F i2, . . ., F ik} for 8F ij in {F i1, F i2, . . ., F ik}, 







t ðin every F i j infF i1 ;F i2 ; . . . ;F ik gÞ ¼ t ðin FÞ 







t ðin every F i j in fF i1 ;F i2 ; . . . ;F ik gÞ ¼ t ðin FÞ
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That is to say, for any subsequent task of ts in F, the fragmentation keeps their pre-condition and post-condition, which means that the fragmentation method preserves their behavioral characteristic. 5.2. Discussions on workflow model As we have stressed earlier, our approach only consider well-structured and acyclic workflow nets. These assumptions have been required by the necessity of starting from a simplified model, yet covering important and typical features required, to undertake an interesting and relevant topic that has not been given much attention in the literature so far. Our approach resembles the approach proposed in [9] in many aspects. In [9], the author defined a decentralized workflow model, known as self-describing workflows, which allows each task execution agents to receive a self-describing workflow, executes its task, and prepares and forwards selfdescribing workflows to the next agents. The workflow model is based on direct graph, and there are no restrictions on the model structure (i.e., it may be acyclic and non well-structured), and the fragmentation is done by a simple combination of the reachable successive tasks. With the assumption we imposed on the workflow model, our work differentiates theirs in the following aspects. First, our model is based on Petri net, so it is relatively easy to analyze the structural and behavioral properties of the workflow model in the future. Secondly, in [9] usually there will be redundant information between fragments. For example, in Fig. 4, when t2 in F 2 completes, by the approach proposed in [9], two fragments (F 3 and F 4 in Fig. 4) are generated, the process information after t5 is redundant since it only needs to be kept in one fragment (F 3 or F 4). However, with our approach, redundant information is avoided so the fragments are more compact (see F 3 and F 4 in Fig. 2(c)). What is more, when redundant information exists, sophisticated measure must be taken to prevent redundant execution. While in our approach, we assume the workflow model to be well-structured and acyclic, and we introduce the concept of Transition restricted reachable sub-fragment by which we guarantee that no redundant fragment will be generated, therefore there will be no redundant execution. 6. Related work Several approaches and architectures have been proposed to support distributed workflow execution. In Section 5.2, we have compared our work with [9], and in this section we will introduce other relevant researches. Here we focus on the difference between our perspective and theirs, and the advantages of our approaches. 6.1. Exotica The Exotica system [2] proposes a completely distributed architecture, in which the information among servers is transferred by the persistent message queue. By this means,



the reliability of the system is highly enhanced. METEOR [3] project proposes a similar approach. However, these approaches mainly concentrate on system architecture and implementation technique based on specific communication mechanisms, little attention has been paid to the model fragmentation issue. 6.2. Inter-organizational workflow Aalst extends his WF-net model to the inter-organizational paradigm [5], in which the global workflow model is made up of several local ones. By transferring an inter-organizational workflow into a WF-net, the correctness issue can be solved easily. Our work is also based on WF-net, yet we focus on the dynamic model fragmentation method, which is not covered in [5]. 6.3. Mentor The Mentor Project [4] of the University of Saarland developed a traceable and scalable workflow architecture. A formal model known as state chart is utilized for workflow specification, and a model partitioning method is proposed by mapping a centralized state chart to distributed ones. But the workflow model in Mentor is statically partitioned, so it lacks the advantages we have with our approach. 6.4. Dartflow The Dartflow [7] project has shown the use of the mobile agents in distributed workflow execution. In Dartflow, the workflow model is fragmented dynamically, and the partitions are carried by mobile agents and sent to different sites which are responsible for them. But their work focuses on the system architecture, and the model fragmentation method is not well established in [7]. 7. Conclusion In this paper a formal model fragmentation method for distributed workflow execution is proposed. We present a novel method to stepwisely partition the centralized workflow model into fragments, and these fragments can migrate to servers to be executed, further fragmented and forwarded. The advantages of the proposed dynamic fragmentation method include the increased flexibility by designating execution sites on the fly, the avoidance of redundant information transfer, etc. Moreover, we have validated the approach we propose in a crossorganizational workflow management system of a bike manufacturing company. This case has shown that our approach can handle distributed workflow execution in dynamic environment, with considerable flexibility and performance. We make the restriction on the workflow model that it must be well-structured and acyclic, future research might develop more elaborated algorithms which are able to deal with more expressive modeling features. However, we still stress that this restriction on the model can bring about many conveniences in
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